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In other words, God is on a mission to grow his Church.
Tenant Vacation Cleaning
But it's not so easy. In fact, in modern America, it's getting even harder!
For decades, the primary approach to growing the Church has been starting new
faith communities. This often begins with a few key people sending out a direct
mail campaign and using other mass marketing techniques to gather a crowd.
While there are many beautiful stories of how God has worked through this
approach, it has its problems.
The biggest problem that this popular approach has? It often only appeals to
Christians—encouraging them to move from one congregation to another.
But if you are reading this eBook, it’s because you want to do something new.
You want to reach people who don’t have a church community already.
Reaching new people is going to require a new expression of Church.
The expression that God led us to is what we call “dinner church". It’s a faith
community inspired by Jesus, modeled in the first three centuries and potent in
today’s post-christian culture.
No matter what approach you choose, there are central dilemmas that every faith
community has to address. We've encountered them time and again as we
formed Community Dinners, a network of churches in the Seattle area. Our
friends and colleagues across the country who are a part of the Dinner Church
Collective have encountered these issues as well.
We hope the lessons we've learned will give you the tools you need to overcome
them. We’ll also share why we think that the dinner church approach—rooted in
the theology of Jesus and the practice of the early church—is the key for
overcoming these dilemmas.
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DILEMMA #1—
WHO ARE YOU TRYING TO
REACH?

Dusting | Mopping
| Washing
If you are starting a new kind of church it’s Sweeping
because you
have big dreams to
Vacuuming
Change
reach people who don't know Jesus. Unfortunately,
our |Linen
theology
for starting faith
Party Cleaning
communities and the methodology it leads Pre
to doesn't
always result in reaching
After Party Cleaning
new people.
Tenant Vacation Cleaning
Dinner church is an approach that effectively reaches numerous populations of
isolated people as well as their well-meaning neighbors.
We did not make this up on our own. Dating back to the second century, church
records note that isolated people like the poor and the lonely tended to fill up the
agape church rooms. We've seen the same populations of people have been
finding their way into dinner churches throughout the U.S.
There are three groups, however, that seems to be more represented:
1. The Marginalized — These are people for whom their dinner church meal
may be the best food they eat all week.
2. Second Life Single — These are older singles who have ruined one life and
are hoping not to ruin another. They love dinner church because they get to
experience a big family meal once a week.
3. The Samaritans — Like the merciful, non-Jewish humanitarian in Jesus'
parable, these are people who aren't Christians, but already have the heart to
love their struggling neighbors. They love dinner church because it gives them a
tangible means of serving the very people they share sidewalks with.
Sidenote: We often see the Samaritans come to Christ first! They may show up
to serve others, but along the way they feel the pull to make Jesus their Lord,
too.
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DILEMMA #2—
IS YOUR COMMUNITY
REALLY A CHURCH?

Dusting | Mopping
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If you are going to start a new kind of church,
you'll encounter
some skeptics!
Vacuuming
|Linen
Change
This is especially true if you are trying to reach
people who
don't
normally go to
Party
church. Well-meaning Christians may look Pre
at you
andCleaning
say "is it really a church or
is it just an 'outreach'?"
After Party Cleaning
Tenant Vacation Cleaning
We often encounter this question when we are starting a new dinner church. We
have two answers to this question: one is snarky and the other is theological.
The snarky answer: the dinner church was good enough for Jesus and the
apostles for the first few hundred years of Christianity, so it is probably good
enough for us! You might be careful how you word that, but we really mean it!
We also have a theological answer: the dinner church easily fulfills all the
scriptural purposes of a church.
Almost all denominations have embraced something similar to the following as
the scriptural purposes of a church: 1) Worship, 2) Fellowship, 3) Teaching, 4)
Evangelism, and 5) Compassion.
All five of these purposes can easily be demonstrated at dinner church
tables. Worship music is being sung and the gospels are being preached
throughout the evening. Fellowship is happening around the tables. Teaching
happens in two ways, through a more traditional preaching time and during
intentional, discipling one-on-one conversations during the evening. Evangelism
is obvious. You just have to look at the number of non-Christians in the room that
are being engaged with the stories of Jesus. Compassion is even more obvious.
At dinner churches, the hungry and the lonely are being welcomed to buffet
tables full of food and then embraced by a room full of friends.
Traditional churches often engage in outreaches with the hope of eventually
having the unchurched people they encountered at the outreach join their
weekend worship events. A dinner church has no such assumption. The
neighbors that gather there will become fully developed in the likeness of Christ
without being moved to any other spiritual environment. A dinner church is a
congregation whose next step is heaven.
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DILEMMA # 3—
WHAT DOES YOUR NEW
KIND OF CHURCH EVEN
LOOK LIKE?

Dusting | Mopping
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Vacuuming |Linen Change
Our imaginations are limited by what we have
will be hard to start a new
Pre seen.
Party ItCleaning
kind of church if you can’t clearly describe what its gatherings look like.
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Here’s how we describe what dinner church looks like:
Picture a room full of tables. There are buffet tables of steaming hot food and
dinner tables with tablecloths, place settings and even centerpieces.
The room is buzzing with different kinds of people. Some are followers of Jesus
here to serve and connect. Others are neighbors looking for a meal.
Throughout the room you see worship musicians singing, artists painting on
canvases, and hosts walking among the people laughing, befriending, pouring
coffee. It feels like “big family”.
People line up at the buffet for a rainbow of foods. For some, this is just another
snack, but for others, this is one of the healthiest and most robust meals they'll
eat all week. Everyone comes to the table because this is not an “us serve them”
event, it is a “let's eat together” event.
Talking and laughing is heard throughout the room, even as the worship
musicians provide a soft backdrop of sacred worship. After half an hour, a
speaker stands and shares a straightforward lesson: a story from the life and
teachings of Jesus, followed by a time of prayer. Together, it all lasts about ten
minutes.
For the next 45 minutes, people linger. Many listen or join in with the worship
music. Others delve into conversations at their tables about life, limitations, and
Jesus. Prayer for healing and Christ’s intervention is happening in one-on-one
ways throughout the room.
Eventually, things start to die down. Those who remain breakdown the room,
eager to gather the next week to pick up the conversations where they left off.
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DILEMMA #4—
WHY IS THIS VERSION OF
CHURCH SO IMPORTANT
RIGHT NOW?
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Anytime you start a new faith community it’ll
some
feathers. The very idea
Preruffle
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We believe more churches have to be started, and that dinner church is an
approach that is uniquely appropriate for today.
We live in an era where 85% of churches across all denominational lines are in
decline. Further, less than 1% of the 384,000 churches that are serving the US
are effective enough at evangelism to replace their attrition.
This begs the question, “What is the mathematical future for the church if we are
not reaching new populations of unchurched people?” The single greatest reason
the church is in decline is we have lost our ability to reach the unchurched
secular populations.
In an effort to recover evangelistic effectiveness among secular populations, it is
important to look back to a time in church history when were effective at the skill
of reaching peoples who were unfamiliar with Jesus and new to Church.
The time when the church exploded into a movement was the Apostolic Era.
During this time, the church grew from a movement of hundreds to a movement
of millions. It happened using the dinner table theology.
At first, the church was made up mostly of Jewish people. They knew the Bible
and were used to going to Synagogue. But starting in Antioch in Acts 11, the
church crossed into non-Jewish communities. For the next few centuries, the
church rapidly spread across the Roman Empire and infiltrated all ethnic and
socioeconomic groups.
The form of church that spread was dinner churches. Gatherings around tables
where stories of Jesus were shared and lives were transformed. This communal,
relational approach was perfect for an empire that new nothing about Jesus or
the God of Israel.
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This explains why the dinner church movement is rising up from the four corners
of our nation. Once more, we need of a way of doing church that reveals Jesus to
people in a way they can receive Him.
The dinner church vision is not just another cool way of gathering hip young
Dusting
| Mopping
people. It is a historical, proven and powerful
tool for
effective evangelism.
Perhaps this is why Jesus clearly embedded
His gospel
into the dinner table
Sweeping
| Washing
sociology more than any other social encircling.
Vacuuming |Linen Change
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DILEMMA # 5—
WHEN AND HOW DOES
DISCIPLESHIP OCCUR?

Jesus' final instructions to his followers were to "go and create disciples."
Whatever approach you take to starting a church has to have a method for
discipling.
We think the dinner table is a natural time, place, and space for discipleship. In
the gospels, Jesus uses a dinner table to teach about who is first and last in
the kingdom of God. He met with outcasts like Matthew's friends. Most notably at
his final Passover meal, he explained servant leadership, his own impending
death and even the nature of the Trinity.
Dinner Church leaders use table time to sit with several people each evening,
leading them to his or her next spiritual step. Also, gifted teachers in our
congregation create conversations at specific tables around spiritual topics.
A shared meal helps make discipleship take place in the context of natural, oneon-one conversations. This means that we have to limit our dinner churches to
150 or less in size, because that is the maximum number of people we feel a
team of Christ followers can adequately disciple.
When one gathering gets much larger, we take this to be the Holy Spirit's
permission to start another dinner church. The new dinner church will only be
one block away, and even take place on the same evening. This maintains a
manageable size where Christlike formation can still happen.
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DILEMMA #6 —
WHERE WILL
OUR CHURCH MEET?

Dusting | Mopping
"Where to meet?" is an unavoidable question
all new |churches
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Washingnavigate. Having
helped start dozens of dinner churches, we've noticed a few elements that make
Vacuuming |Linen Change
for a great gathering place.
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Dinner churches work well in many locations, but seem to grow the fastest where
Vacationthat
Cleaning
there are large pockets of isolated people. Tenant
Many churches
focus on a
Sunday morning proclamation event are disproportionately located in middle and
upper-class neighborhoods. More church leaders need to acknowledge that 1 out
of every 3 neighborhoods in their city exist in the lower socio-economic third of
the population.
We look to these neighborhoods and ask "where do people go to celebrate?"
This could be a community center, Odd Fellow’s Hall, Masonic Lodge, or any
place that neighbors already like to gather. In Seattle, some dinner church
leaders noticed that pubs are at their most empty on Monday nights, making
them an advantageous location. Truthfully, any community space on a weeknight
is a great time to gather as sinners and saints around a table and talk about
Jesus.

DILEMMA #7—
HOW DO WE FUND OUR
FAITH COMMUNITY?

You can't get around it: You are going to have to find a way to fund your new
church. Why not find a form of church that is the least expensive?
In our experience of planting over a dozen dinner churches across Seattle and
many more across the country, here's what we normally expect:
Renting a Community Space - $80/week
Four Course Dinner for 150 People - $250/week.
However, the financial benefits don't end with dinner church there.
In Acts, the first church of Jerusalem sold what they had to take care of each
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other. Much of this money went directly to feeding the most vulnerable people in
their community. Unfortunately, because of the cost of space and staffing, many
churches struggle to connect much of their finances directly to the tangible needs
around them.
While leadership is always necessary, we've
found |that
a single dinner church
Dusting
Mopping
can often be facilitated by a bivocational orSweeping
even unpaid
pastor!
| Washing

Vacuuming |Linen Change
The minimal cost, along with the primary focus of feeding hungry people, means
Pre Party Cleaning
the majority of money given to your dinner church goes to those who need it
After Party Cleaning
most.
Tenant Vacation Cleaning

DILEMMA #8—
WHAT SHOULD YOU
NAME YOUR CHURCH?

Naming a church is hard. In past eras where churches were focused on
differentiating themselves from established traditions, churches added words like
"community" or "mission" to their title. More recently, new churches have tried
single word names like "Echo" or "Portal", or latin phrases "Coram Deo" or
"Imago Dei".
We struggle with this in dinner churches as well. We've noticed that the
word "church" doesn't help us in highly secularized areas. The word “church”
brings up images of an irrelevant Sunday morning event in the minds of the many
people. Some neighbors have an even worse feeling about “church”, and
associate it with a purity system, organized religion, or even a cult.
We have found it helps to use names that describe the experience, and don't shy
away from it's clear Christian purpose. In Seattle, we use "Community Dinners".
Other groups are using "Soul Food", "The Table", "Agape Feast" and even one
group that calls their dinner church "Eat, Pray, Love". All of these names steer
away from evoking negative ideas about organized religion and emphasizes the
idea of eating together as family and friends.
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DILEMMA #9—
HOW DO WE ADVERTISE?
Whatever kind of church you start, you need to get the word out. Advertising is
Dusting | Mopping
an important part of this, even for dinner churches.
Sweeping | Washing
The isolated people that dinner church's often
reach tend
to distrust
slick
Vacuuming
|Linen
Change
advertising campaigns. A four-color mail-out
that is common for many
Preinvitation
Party Cleaning
churches is the exact opposite of what speaks to those who find a home at a
After Party Cleaning
dinner church.
Tenant Vacation Cleaning
We've found a simple message printed with black ink on flimsy white paper will
go a lot further.
Here is a rule: if it does not look embarrassingly cheap to your team, then it is
probably not right for the people a dinner church is called to embrace.
In Seattle, we started out with slick mail-outs and quickly realized they
might be doing more harm than good. Then we shifted to the simple black and
white flyers on 1⁄4 sheets on which we printed out the menu that was to be
served that evening.
We would send people up and down the sidewalks passing out our “menu flyers”.
Now it is more likely that we will do nothing but set up an A-sign with very limited
messaging.

DILEMMA #10 —
HOW DO WE AVOID
'BAIT-AND-SWITCH'
MESSAGING?
We've all seen approaches to evangelism that feel dishonest. Often new faith
communities, in their desire to be different or relevant, try to connect with people
without revealing their desire to discuss faith.
This can actually start with a great intent (don't scare people off by starting with
religion!) only to leave them feeling betrayed when the truth comes out.
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Believe it or not, we don't struggle with this as much in dinner churches.
We're honest from the beginning. We can look them in the eye and say
"would you like to eat with us," and "we'll be talking about Jesus". The isolated
and economically downtrodden people we aim to serve have different
sensibilities.
Dusting | Mopping

Sweeping
| Washing
We want to respect the newcomers each week.
We do
this by putting a table-tent
Vacuuming
|Linen
Change
on each table informing them that a short story
about Jesus
and
a prayer will be
Pre ItParty
Cleaning
offered at the end for those who want to stay.
is always
interesting to us that
most first- time guests do stay for the preaching
prayer,
and in time start
After and
Party
Cleaning
demonstrating attentiveness during the preaching
soberness
during the
Tenant and
Vacation
Cleaning
prayer.
Our first-time guests do not feel "bait-and-switched." We like that.

DILEMMA #11 —
HOW DO YOU TALK ABOUT
THIS VERSION OF CHURCH
WITH TRADITIONAL
CHRISTIANS?
People think they know what church is. That means that whether you’re talking to
non-Christians or Christians, you have to find words to differentiate your
expression of church from their perceptions or past experiences.
Especially when a new faith community is laser-focused on a specific group of
people or a particular approach, it’s common to have trouble helping Christians
understand that you are doing.
We often encounter this with dinner churches and work hard to make a few
things clear. First, we want them to understand this is anything but an outreach it is a church. Further, it is not a new model - it is a theology.
We’ve found that showing the rich use of the dinner church throughout Christian
history is a good starting point. When many Christians talk about church, they are
thinking about the Church we’ve known since the Reformation. These churches
often center around Sunday gatherings, focused on sermons that pull from all of
the Bible, often with a focus on Paul's epistles.
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Preaching at the dinner churches during the first 300 years of the movement was
centered on the stories of Christ and the stories Christ told. After all, they did not
have a bounded text with 66 books to use; all they had was the life of Christ!
And yet, that simplicity is where the divine invite into faith lies. Paul stated, “Faith
Dusting
| Mopping
comes by hearing, and hearing by the Word
of God."
A present-day Christian would
immediately interpret the 'Word of God' to be
the Holy| Scriptures,
Sweeping
Washing whereas Paul, the
other Apostles, and the first Christians would
interpret the
‘Word
of God’ to be the
Vacuuming
|Linen
Change
life of Christ. This is very visible in John 1 where
JohnCleaning
stated, “And the Word came
Pre Party
and dwelt among us”, speaking clearly of the life of Christ.
After Party Cleaning

Tenant Vacation Cleaning
When you talk about your new kind of church, you need to be able to explain what
you do and why you have chosen your specific focus. Because of our historically
and theologically rooted approach of focusing on the life of Christ, we find that this
not only helps dinner church sound new, it makes it appealing, especially to those
who are new to church.

DILEMMA #12 —
HOW MANY TEAM
MEMBERS DO YOU NEED TO
START A THRIVING
CHURCH?
The first major challenge you will face when forming a new community of faith is
the transition from a dream in your head to a capable team with a shared
mission. Churches who start with big launch event often need about fifty people
before they even start meeting on Sundays. You also need enough givers to
support the church leader's salary.
When you start a new dinner church, you only need to fill five roles: running the
buffet table, artist, musician, pastor, and security.
That means serving dinner for 150 people can be done with five people.
However, that does not include the most important role in the room – turning
strangers into friends at the dinner tables. When you add the discipleship
purpose to the evening, many Christ-followers sitting and eating with the
attendees adds to the previous number.
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Each week we aim for a crew of 20 at each of our dinners. Everyone serves a
practical role for part of the evening and everyone gets a chance to turn strangers
into friends over food at some point during the evening.
At Community Dinners in Seattle, everyone who is serving for the first half gets their
food and engages with guests at the table right
after| the
Jesus story and prayer.
Dusting
Mopping
Similarly, those who were eating with guests
during the
first half of the evening shift
Sweeping
| Washing
to a serving role right after the Jesus story/prayer.
Vacuuming |Linen Change

DILEMMA #13 —
HOW DO YOU TRAIN
YOUR VOLUNTEERS?

Pre Party Cleaning
After Party Cleaning
Tenant Vacation Cleaning

Gathering a team for your new church is going to be tricky. You have to cast a
vision that compels people. You can't just assume that because someone loves
Jesus, and has even been a leader in the past, that they are ready to serve in a
new scenario. You need to train them to interact in a way that is in line with the
dinner church vision.
This is especially important when you train people to be effective in a dinner
church. Those who come from a traditional proclamation-oriented church often
have quite a journey to learn how to work with Jesus at one of his dinner table
churches. The reason for this is traditional churches pursue the goal of valuebased Christlikeness, whereas a dinner church thrives when its people pursue
behavioral-based Christlikeness.
In other words, Jesus spent time with the poor, so behavioral Christlikeness
means that we will spend time with the poor too; Jesus healed people, so
behavioral Christlikeness means we will heal people too; Jesus ate with sinners,
so behavioral Christlikeness means we will eat with sinners too.
Because this transition is so deep and soulish in nature, serious time needs to be
spent on getting a Christ-follower who has been templated in a Reformation Era
church ready to be effective in an Apostolic Era church. We have provided an
eight-week discussion guide, complete with video segments, that is designed
specifically for this purpose. It can be ordered at:
www.freshexpressionsus.org/product/welcome-dinner-church-2/
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DILEMMA #14 —
HOW DO YOU COME UP
WITH YOUR LITURGY OR
ORDER OF WORSHIP?

Dusting | Mopping
Sweeping | Washing
Vacuuming |Linen Change
Every faith community has some sort of "liturgy".
Traditional
churches often have
Pre Party
Cleaning
official, detailed rules. Even churches with a more relaxed approach have an order
After Party Cleaning
of doing things.
Tenant Vacation Cleaning
Dinner churches are inspired by Jesus' approach and directions at the Last Supper
as well as records of Agape Feasts from the second and third century. In these
early churches there seems to have been a full meal, a time for teaching, and a
Eucharistic (or Communion) practice.
We try to leave a lot of room for different approaches to liturgy at different dinner
churches. Because we aim to reach people who likely have an aversion to
organized religion, we try to keep elements like teaching, worship music and prayer
as low-key and relational as possible. However, we know other dinner church
groups celebrate with the sacerdotal form of Eucharist and even anointing with oil
during prayer times. They find it to be meaningful for the people they are serving.
Thus, it is a contextual decision each group must make.
Our only caution is to remember what your gathering feels like to the unbeliever,
because there will probably be a room full of them.

DILEMMA #15 —
SHOULD YOU PARTNER
WITH ANOTHER CHURCH?
Many faith communities begin as "parachute drops." A single leader moves into a
new place to begin a new outreach. These brave leaders are often used to create
powerful new ministries.
Dinner churches, like all Fresh Expression churches, thrive best when they have a
partnership with an established church. There is a mutuality to such a relationship:
the dinner church needs financial and personnel resources an established church
can offer, and an established church needs access to the front lines of Christian
mission for a fuller spiritual development for their people.
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As dinner churches have sprung up across the US, we have seen different
approaches. Some are parent partnerships, in which the dinner church functions
like a ministry of the church. Others are multi-site partnerships, in which the dinner
church is another gathering of the parent church which functions on a weeknight, in
a different location, and is done around tables rather than a teaching environment.
Dusting | Mopping
In these partnerships, the dinner church congregation
held in the same esteem
Sweeping |isWashing
as the Sunday congregation, and in many cases
soon outgrows
the parent.
Vacuuming
|Linen Change

Pre Party Cleaning
Other partnerships take the form of a foster parent relationship, in which the
After Party Cleaning
established church helps the dinner church gets started and walks with them while
Tenant Vacation Cleaning
they are getting established. However, it is assumed that after a certain period, the
dinner church will be on its own and under its own governance. Our favorite
partnership approach is the second one – the multi-site relationship.

THE BIGGEST DILEMMA:
WILL YOU TAKE
THE NEXT STEP?

If you've downloaded this eBook, it's because you sense God's calling to start a
fresh expression of Church. Your heart is longing to be a part of a new work to
reach people who would never go to church otherwise. So what will you do now?
God is working through all kinds of people to start all kinds of churches. But we
think that dinner church is something special God is doing again in our time, and
we'd love for you to be a part.
Here's what you can do next:
Learn More—Visit the website DinnerChurch.com where you'll hear more of our
story and find additional resources.
Come to Visit—The best way to understand how God is moving in dinner church
is to see one up close.
Start planning your dinner church—If you're ready to get started, we want to
help! Our book "The Dinner Church Handbook: A Step-by-Step Recipe for
Community Evangelism" was written to give you and your team everything you
need as you set out to build a new form of church for your community.
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